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Would you like to swim faster?You must buy How To Swim Faster because it will show you
everything you always wanted to know about swimming faster using methods which are free to
apply and give fast results.Once you have learnt how to swim, the next stage is how to swim
faster. I will reveal the valuable secrets you must know to achieve success.Swimming lessons
will give you the basics. This book will go further than your swimming lessons and give you the
winning advantage.Dive into this challenge and make the most of your effort. Don't miss your
chance to discover the techniques used by professionals.Swim faster. Train better. Win more
often. Achieve your goals.Topics covered in this new book include:- What speeds you should be
aiming for- Techniques for improving your individual strokes- How to overcome drag- How to
increase your propulsion- Discover a better catch and pull technique- What should you do with
your recoving hand- How often should you include speedwork in your training- How to position
yourself for a great dive- Improve your outdoor swimming and open water swimming- AND SO
MUCH MOREYou've got an important decision to make. Do you want to discover how to swim
faster?Unlock your potential today by reading this incredible book.

Reading this book is a poignant, uplifting, indeed "spiritual" experience. It also raises questions,
for example about the possible withdrawal of dementia-treating drugs in UK. It offers helpful
guidance about communicating with people with dementia. It challenges us to ask how we might
react in the face of a similar diagnosis. Most of all it will change our perceptions quite radically.
The final chapter explains why Christine Bryden chose the title she did. However, readers will
need to find this out for themselves! -- Methodist RecorderAn enthralling account of one
woman's multiple journeys or as she prefers to call it her "roller coaster ride" as she confronts,
endures, surmounts and learns to live with the challenges posed by her condition... [it joins] just
a handful of other dementia publications which I would describe as riveting; they have
dramatically extended my understanding and influenced my attitudes. I have been amazed,
moved and profoundly challenged... This book is highly relevant to everyone whose lives are
touched by dementia in whatever way... Christine, we thank you for your courage, and salute
your persistent labour and achievements. We wish you and those you love perseverance and
patience throughout the remainder of the journey and "peace at the last". -- Journal of Dementia
CareThis book, written "from the inside", is truly inspirational whilst remaining totally realistic...
This book is immensely practical. There is wonderful guidance on how to communicate with
someone with dementia, and a further appendix on frequently asked questions includes such
issues as "Should the person with dementia continue to drive". -- Christian Council on
AgeingThis book is very well done. The audience is people diagnosed with Alzheimer's disease
and other dementias, and their caregivers. They will benefit by reading Christine's experience.



People with dementia will feel that they are not alone with their problems and caregivers will be
able to see how a person with dementia feels. -- Alzheimer Society of British ColumbiaDancing
with Dementia is a powerful account of Christine Bryden's personal journey in living with
dementia, in which she continues to explore her potential despite the disabling effect of the
illness. The book continually challenges stereotypes of dementia, and contains much
information on how it feels to live with a condition that can often rob sufferers of dignity and
respect... This is an excellent book, full of insights into the emotional, spiritual and social aspects
of living with dementia, and what can be achieved if the rest of us accept that dementia is as
much about abilities as disabilities. -- Healthcare Counselling and Psychotherapy JournalIn
Dancing with Dementia, Christine Bryden provides a highly personal odyssey of her 10 year
journey with dementia. This inspirational book is at once a love story, an eloquent testament to
the power of faith, an entreaty to think positively in the face of adversity, a challenge to
complacency, and an example of successful international advocacy to include, validate and
respect a person with dementia…Bryden offers herself as an example of someone who has
overcome the negative stereotype of dementia. She believes that people with dementia need to
create an image of who they are and who they are becoming. How they do this depends on their
personality, their life story, their health, their spirituality and their social environment -- Ageing
and SocietyChristine's Writing is clear and engaging as she tells the story of her activism,
initially at local then national level, and finally through her membership of Alzheimer's Disease
International where she had been elected member of the board for the past two years. Along the
way she has setbacks, and struggles to communicate – but the message of this book is very
positive, and will repay the time you spend reading it. -- Community CareThe book is clear and
engaging. It is written in a combination of plain English and technical terminology that has clarity,
but remains non-patronising and easy to read. It challenges the way any professional in this field
may view dementia and leads the way in suggesting there are positive things that people can
achieve, and that there should be a focus on what the person with dementia is becoming, rather
than the skills they have lost… a valuable introduction to dementia for the recently diagnosed
and their families. It would also be a useful introduction to an occupational therapist new to this
area of work. It is also an inspiring and motivating read for anyone working in this field. -- College
of Occupational Therapists --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Book
DescriptionTruly inspirational, totally realistic account of living positively with dementia --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.ReviewReading this book is a poignant, uplifting,
indeed "spiritual" experience. It also raises questions, for example about the possible withdrawal
of dementia-treating drugs in UK. It offers helpful guidance about communicating with people
with dementia. It challenges us to ask how we might react in the face of a similar diagnosis. Most
of all it will change our perceptions quite radically. The final chapter explains why Christine
Bryden chose the title she did. However, readers will need to find this out for themselves!
(Methodist Recorder)This book, written "from the inside", is truly inspirational whilst remaining
totally realistic... This book is immensely practical. There is wonderful guidance on how to



communicate with someone with dementia, and a further appendix on frequently asked
questions includes such issues as "Should the person with dementia continue to drive".
(Christian Council on Ageing)This book is very well done. The audience is people diagnosed
with Alzheimer's disease and other dementias, and their caregivers. They will benefit by reading
Christine's experience. People with dementia will feel that they are not alone with their problems
and caregivers will be able to see how a person with dementia feels. (Alzheimer Society of
British Columbia)An enthralling account of one woman's multiple journeys or as she prefers to
call it her "roller coaster ride" as she confronts, endures, surmounts and learns to live with the
challenges posed by her condition... [it joins] just a handful of other dementia publications which
I would describe as riveting; they have dramatically extended my understanding and influenced
my attitudes. I have been amazed, moved and profoundly challenged... This book is highly
relevant to everyone whose lives are touched by dementia in whatever way... Christine, we thank
you for your courage, and salute your persistent labour and achievements. We wish you and
those you love perseverance and patience throughout the remainder of the journey and "peace
at the last". (Journal of Dementia Care)Dancing with Dementia is a powerful account of Christine
Bryden's personal journey in living with dementia, in which she continues to explore her
potential despite the disabling effect of the illness. The book continually challenges stereotypes
of dementia, and contains much information on how it feels to live with a condition that can often
rob sufferers of dignity and respect... This is an excellent book, full of insights into the emotional,
spiritual and social aspects of living with dementia, and what can be achieved if the rest of us
accept that dementia is as much about abilities as disabilities. (Healthcare Counselling and
Psychotherapy Journal)In Dancing with Dementia, Christine Bryden provides a highly personal
odyssey of her 10 year journey with dementia. This inspirational book is at once a love story, an
eloquent testament to the power of faith, an entreaty to think positively in the face of adversity, a
challenge to complacency, and an example of successful international advocacy to include,
validate and respect a person with dementia…Bryden offers herself as an example of someone
who has overcome the negative stereotype of dementia. She believes that people with dementia
need to create an image of who they are and who they are becoming. How they do this depends
on their personality, their life story, their health, their spirituality and their social environment
(Ageing and Society)Christine's Writing is clear and engaging as she tells the story of her
activism, initially at local then national level, and finally through her membership of Alzheimer's
Disease International where she had been elected member of the board for the past two years.
Along the way she has setbacks, and struggles to communicate – but the message of this book
is very positive, and will repay the time you spend reading it. (Community Care)The book is clear
and engaging. It is written in a combination of plain English and technical terminology that has
clarity, but remains non-patronising and easy to read. It challenges the way any professional in
this field may view dementia and leads the way in suggesting there are positive things that
people can achieve, and that there should be a focus on what the person with dementia is
becoming, rather than the skills they have lost… a valuable introduction to dementia for the



recently diagnosed and their families. It would also be a useful introduction to an occupational
therapist new to this area of work. It is also an inspiring and motivating read for anyone working
in this field. (College of Occupational Therapists) --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.From the AuthorChristine Bryden has worked in the pharmaceutical industry and as a
senior executive in the Australian Prime Minister's Department. Following her diagnosis with
Alzheimer's Disease in 1995, she has been instrumental in setting up local support groups for
people with dementia and has addressed national and international conferences. In 2003 she
was the first person with dementia to be elected to the Board of Alzheimer's Disease
International. Her first book Who will I be when I die? is also published by JKP and has been
translated into several languages. She lives in Brisbane, Australia. --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorChristine Bryden has worked in the
pharmaceutical industry and as a senior executive in the Australian Prime Minister's
Department. Following her diagnosis with Alzheimer's Disease in 1995, she has been
instrumental in setting up local support groups for people with dementia and has addressed
national and international conferences. In 2003 she was the first person with dementia to be
elected to the Board of Alzheimer's Disease International. Her first book Who will I be when I
die? was published in 1998 and has been translated into several languages. She lives in
Brisbane, Australia. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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How To Swim Faster By Julian Bradbrook © Julian Bradbrook 2012All rights reservedTable of
ContentsIntroductionGlossary of swimming termsChapter 1 – What speed should you be aiming
for?Triathlon swim timesSprint distances50m100m200m400m800m1500m (the distance that his
closest to a mile, swum in a pool)Chapter 2 - Technique for the individual
strokesBreaststrokeButterflyBack strokeFreestyle swimmingChapter 3 - Overcoming dragWhy is
drag such a problem?General drill exercise to reduce dragDifferent strokes for different
folksChapter 4 - Increasing propulsionRolling your bodyYour kick efficiencyHow can you make
your kicks more efficient and get more out of less?Point your toes to reduce dragWhat about
kick speed?A better catch and pull techniqueStep one – first contactStep two – angling
downStep three – catching and pullingShort or long strokes?What should you do with your
recovering hand?Drill to improve catch and pull techniqueChapter 5 - Speedwork for
swimmersWhat is speedwork?FartlekInterval trainingOther forms of speedwork for
swimmingHow often should you include speedwork in your training?Chapter 6 - Streamlining –
making yourself long and leanChapter 7 - Turning for speedFlip turns step by stepStep one –
eyes downStep two – look for the TStep three – let your body followStep four – use your arms to
scull aroundStep five – rotate as you push offStep six – ride the push offDo not forget to
breatheChapter 8 – Diving in to swim fastHow to position yourself for a great diveWhat comes
nextGetting your focus rightOn the starting gunAs you hit the waterKick hard and fastChapter 9 -
Outdoor swimming and open water swimmingAcclimatise graduallyGet into the right frame of
mind for outdoor swimmingSwim with safety in mindIncreasing your range graduallyThe
advantages of a bit of blubberAre you afraid of fish?Think of the environmentChapter 10 -
Breathing and Swimming fastDon’t forget to breathe out!Try not to lift your headDo not rotate too
farBreathe bilaterallyKeep your head still in between breathsChapter 11 - Is there any point in
cross training?What types of training can be helpful for swimmers?
RunningCyclingPilatesDanceFootball and other team gamesThe gymHow much cross training
should your regime include?The brick – swim/runChapter 12 - The importance of core strength
to swimmersIs gym work enough to build core strength?How can you build up your core stability?
PilatesAlexander TechniqueYogaChapter 13 - Nutrition and swimmingWhere do you get your
fuel from?Are all carbs created equal?How much of your diet should be carbohydrates?The
importance of protein in your quest to swim fastThe importance of fatsHow can you change your
diet without too much pain?Vitamins and mineralsBefore the swimAfter the raceWater, water
everywhere but no a drop to drink?Chapter 14 - Wearing the right kitA close shave?What else
do you need?Pull paddlesPull buoysUnderwater cameraGogglesFlippersA good
timepieceWaterproof MP3 playerNose clipChapter 15 - Developing the mental toughness
needed to swim fastGenerallyClear and realistic goal settingMaking a
commitmentAffirmationsVisualisationTraining with other people before the race dayOn the day
itselfDealing with nerves – letting the stroke rhythm take you overKeep your eye on your own
laneThink of now, not later or beforeChapter 16 - Swimming injuries and how to avoid
themSwimmers shoulderKnee injuryLower back injuriesNeck



injuriesConclusion Congratulations I wrote this book to provide you with some great information
to help you aim for your goals and achieve your full potential. Congratulations on taking your next
step towards those goals. Thank you I would personally like to thank you for purchasing my book
which I know you will find useful as I have included a great deal of research. Feedback All that I
would ask if this book helps you, is that you go now to the Ebook Tops website and leave a
feedback comment or review.Books in this seriesby Julian Bradbrook How To Swim Faster How
To Run Faster How To Cycle Faster For other books by Julian Bradbrook,visit my Ebook Tops
Author pageIntroductionLearning to swim is an important rite of passage for any child. You start
by being held tightly by your parents and splashing around, and end up with a confident strong
stroke across the pool. Then for some reason, adults and teens drift away from the sport, aside
from the occasional beach holiday.In the Western world, swimming has become something that
is no longer a regular part of adult life – until you have your own children and teach them to
swim.Watching elite swimmers is fascinating because they make it look so effortless. They seem
to glide through the water in a manner that defies its viscosity.While you may not be able to
achieve Olympic speeds; with some skill, effort and dedication you can become a faster
swimmer. Given that swimming is as much about technique as it is about strength, the sport is
suitable for people of all levels of fitness. It is not weight bearing, and uses the whole body. The
water cushions the effect of the exercise on your joints, meaning that the elderly and those
recovering from injuries from other sports can train frequently without damaging their bodies.So
how can this book help you? To begin with, we will look at the speeds that Olympic champions
do achieve, by way of inspiration. The book then considers what speeds are more realistic for
various levels of amateur swimming. There are four main swimming strokes in the sport:
freestyle, butterfly, breaststroke and back stroke.The fastest is freestyle, and the majority of this
book is devoted to that stroke because it is the one in which the fastest speeds are achievable. It
is also arguably the easiest. However, there are some tips on how to swim faster using the other
strokes too.The book then considers the effect of drag on the body, and breaks down the
process of swimming bit by bit so that you can hone your technique, one aspect at a time. By
taking every moment of your swimming race bit by bit, we will look at techniques you can adopt
and drills that you can do to make you go faster, from the position of your head right down to the
angle of your toes.Advice about nutrition for swimming fast and avoidance of injuries completes
the book, so that you can conclude with an holistic approach to learning to swim faster. “The
water is your friend. You don't have to fight with water, just share the same spirit as the water, and
it will help you move.” Aleksandr Popov Glossary of swimming terms Backstroke – a stroke that
is used when the swimmer lies on his backBilateral breathing – breathing on both
sidesBreaststroke – the swimmer uses a frog like kick and a simultaneous sculling like motion
with the arms and handsBrick – a training workout comprising two disciplines (for example a
swim run workout)Butterfly – a swim stroke that has the swimmer looking like a butterfly, with
arms and legs moving simultaneouslyCatch – the part of a swimming stroke that involves the
initial contact of the arm with the water, as you “catch” itCrossover –what happens when your



arm crosses over the front of your head in freestyle, when it should always be level with the
shoulderDrag – the effect of the friction of the water on your body, which slows down a
swimmerDrill – a training exercise that focuses on a particular skillFartlek – literal translation is
speed play, a fun way to practise swimming fasterIntervals – a method of speed trainingLift – the
force that controls a swimmer’s movement up and downNose clip – a funny looking piece of
plastic to keep water from going up your noseFlip turn – the somersault like turn that swimmers
perform at the end of the poolFlippers – a bit like paddles pulls, but these are the bigger ones
that are floppier as they emulate the action of fins.Pull – the moment when the hands first make
contact with the water in a swimming strokePull buoy – a floatation aid that you typically put
between your legs, so that you can isolation your arm action to work on in swimming drills.Pull
paddles – usually plastic, these are objects that are fitted onto your hands in training to increase
the surface area available for catching as much water as possible.Propulsion – the act of
propelling your body forwardScissor kicking – similar to crossover but for legsSpeedwork –
training that is specifically targeting your speedStreamline – the part of a stroke or push off from
a dive or turn where the swimmer is stretched out into a streamline position. Chapter 1 –
What speed should you be aiming for?The speed that you are aiming for depends on your
overall level of fitness, the time you have available for training and the amount of effort that you
are prepared to put in.Triathlon swim times
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step towards those goals. Thank you I would personally like to thank you for purchasing my book
which I know you will find useful as I have included a great deal of research. Feedback All that I
would ask if this book helps you, is that you go now to the Ebook Tops website and leave a
feedback comment or review.Books in this seriesby Julian Bradbrook How To Swim Faster How
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Author pageIntroductionLearning to swim is an important rite of passage for any child. You start
by being held tightly by your parents and splashing around, and end up with a confident strong
stroke across the pool. Then for some reason, adults and teens drift away from the sport, aside
from the occasional beach holiday.In the Western world, swimming has become something that
is no longer a regular part of adult life – until you have your own children and teach them to
swim.Watching elite swimmers is fascinating because they make it look so effortless. They seem
to glide through the water in a manner that defies its viscosity.While you may not be able to
achieve Olympic speeds; with some skill, effort and dedication you can become a faster
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water cushions the effect of the exercise on your joints, meaning that the elderly and those
recovering from injuries from other sports can train frequently without damaging their bodies.So
how can this book help you? To begin with, we will look at the speeds that Olympic champions
do achieve, by way of inspiration. The book then considers what speeds are more realistic for
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overall level of fitness, the time you have available for training and the amount of effort that you
are prepared to put in.Triathlon swim times
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swimmerDrill – a training exercise that focuses on a particular skillFartlek – literal translation is
speed play, a fun way to practise swimming fasterIntervals – a method of speed trainingLift – the
force that controls a swimmer’s movement up and downNose clip – a funny looking piece of
plastic to keep water from going up your noseFlip turn – the somersault like turn that swimmers
perform at the end of the poolFlippers – a bit like paddles pulls, but these are the bigger ones
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a dive or turn where the swimmer is stretched out into a streamline position. Chapter 1 –
What speed should you be aiming for?The speed that you are aiming for depends on your
overall level of fitness, the time you have available for training and the amount of effort that you
are prepared to put in.Triathlon swim timesThe distance for the swim leg of a standard Olympic
triathlons is 0.9 miles. Given that triathletes have an ordeal ahead of them being a long run and a
longish cycle, they do not typically give the swimming leg of the triathlon their full energy levels.
Triathletes may not use their legs as much as other swimmers, given that they have many more
miles to cover. Triathletes should be aiming to swim their outdoor mile in under 30 minutes.Sprint
distancesIn racing conditions, swim sprinters are drug tested, and their times are measured with
specially calibrated timepieces. This may seem over the top for the enthusiastic amateur, but if
you were to compete against elite athletes, you should bear in mind that world records are the
following times:50mMen – 20:91 Cesar Cielo from BrazilWomen – 23:73 Britta Steffen from
Germany100mMen – 46:91 Cesar Cielo from BrazilWomen – 52:07 Britta Steffen from
Germany200mMen – 1:42:00 Paul Biedermann from GermanyWomen – 1:52:48 Frederica
Pellegrini from Italy400mMen – 3:40:07 Paul Biedermann from GermanyWomen – 3:59:15
Frederica Pellegrini from Italy800mMen – 7:32:12 Zhang Lin from ChinaWomen – 8:14:10
Rebecca Adlington from the United Kingdom1500m (the distance that his closest to a mile,
swum in a pool)Men – 14:31:02 Sun Yang from ChinaWomen – 15:42:54 Kate Ziegler from the
United StatesFor an amateur athlete, if you multiply those champions’ times by 1.5, you should
get a time that is achievable after considerable practise. Chapter 2 - Technique for the individual
strokes
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Great Book For Beginners And Advanced Swimmers. I bought this book
because I wanted to add swimming to my workout routine. I needed a way to measure my
progress, so i figured i would set a few goals and see if i could increase my speed. This book
goes into great depth on the different swimming strokes and how to improve your time. This
book will teach you simple steps to increase your propulsion and reduce your drag. It even has
chapters on injuries and other workouts you can use to improve your time. After swimming for a
weeks now, i began to focus on the techniques from this book. Ive seen a decrease in my time
already and will continue to improve my technique. I would recommend this book for both
beginners and advanced swimmers, it was a great read!”

Justin Carnahan, “Exhaustive!. This book is no joke! The author goes into great deal in how to
speed up your swimming in general, how to master each stroke, how to work out, how to
supplement your swimming with other types of work outs, necessary equipment, and even
obtaining a winning mindset.Having been a competitive swimmer, I really appreciated the depth
(pardon the pun) of this books advice.I very much recommend this, absolutely delivers.”

John James Santangelo PhD, “How To Swim Faster!. I LOVED THIS BOOK! It was wonderfully
outlined with relevant content and exercises. Julian gives specific advice and techniques for the
beginner as well as the amateur/pro athlete. As a results coach myself, and having a
competitive swimmer in the family, I respect he added the mental mindset aspect AND tips
about nutrition. Thank you Julian! 
  
Setting Goals - Quick & Easy Worksheet, Theory and SMART Goals!”

Chris, “Great advice!. I've been a pool rat since age 8, lifeguard, swimming instructor and coach
in high school and since then I swim just to keep fit. This book has a fair bit of information that is
news to me. It will certainly help make my stroke more efficient. I recommend this book to
anyone who swims lengths for any reason - for the exercise, or for competition.”

A. Reilly, “Excellent read for swimmers looking to improve performance. This isn't the first Julian
Bradbrook book I've read, and it doesn't disappoint. In my job, I work with athletes from a variety
of sports, I'd highly recommend his books as they are jam packed with excellent information that
you can easily implement to improve your times. In this book, he takes the time to go into detail
about techniques for each stroke, and how you can improve your efficiency in each part of the
stroke. He even covers nutrition and mental toughness training and how to avoid common
injuries.”

A. Reilly, “Excellent read for swimmers looking to improve performance. This isn't the first Julian



Bradbrook book I've read, and it doesn't disappoint. In my job, I work with athletes from a variety
of sports, I'd highly recommend his books as they are jam packed with excellent information that
you can easily implement to improve your times. In this book, he takes the time to go into detail
about techniques for each stroke, and how you can improve your efficiency in each part of the
stroke. He even covers nutrition and mental toughness training and how to avoid common
injuries.”

Jenny, “Excellent for those with a passion for swimming. This is a concise well written and easy
to understand book explaining about the principles of swimming faster. I am a keen amateur
swimmer, and have learn't an awful lot about how to become faster. This will appeal to anyone
who loves the feel of powering through the water at speed.Is also a useful resource for
swimming coaches and teachers.Jenny, Norwich”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Very good”

Aubacke, “Comprehensive and competent. For beginners learning freestyle good lecture, used
whispersync, so heard mainly the audiobook. Relaxing after training, Ebook has no pictures,
which is not a problem for understanding. Content is mostly scientifically based, simple and
short.”

The book by Julian Bradbrook has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 12 people have provided feedback.
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